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MINISTER COMMITS
TO DIT HOPES

that the Government be
given the choice to act or
not, as the case may be,
on - the advice of the
Higher
Education
Authority (HEA) and the
Advisory Body. If they so
choose, the government

DIT may finallll
uet lonu
souuht
al+er
status
.., 6
6
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Minister
for
Education,
Niamh
Bhreathnach, has said that
she will request the
Government to establish a
special committee to review
the DIT's. case for
University status, once the
Universities Bill, 1996, is
paued later • year.
The announcement came in
a press release from the
Minister's Department on
April 10, in which she was
quoted as having told Seanad
Eireann that "OIl the passing of
the Act into law. I wiU unmediately request Government to

appoint a body pursuant to section 9 to advise the
Government on whether...the
Dublin Institute of Technology
should be established as a
University."
DIT President, Dr. Brendan
Goldsmith has expressed his

delight at the statement, and
was quoted by the Irish Times
as saying "We are totally confident that when the international group is set up under
Section 9 of the Bill, it will ratify that the DIT should become
a University." Dr. Goldsmith's
satisfaction comes after many
months of campaigning for the
elevaUon of the DIT to
University status. He is of the
belief that, as the DIT has now
been granted permission to
extend its qualification-awarding powers to that of doctoral
level, it "could not be regaRIed
a anything otbel'
a un versity.
At the time of this issue
going to print, Section 9 of the
Bill was being discussed by
Seanad Eireann. Further developments may arise depending
on whether additional proposals are put forward. Senator
Joo Lee has already proposed

will then have t? include
the
DIT
10
the
Universities Bill by order.
To do this, the order must
be approved by both Houses of
the Oireachtas before it
becomes law.
The announcement is seen
as a victory for both students

and management, so many of
whom have been campaigning
heavily over the past few
months. DITSU President,
Colin Joyce, who was instrumental in galvanising students
to action, has said that he is
happy that students would be
keeping a sharp eye on things,
ensuring that "this commitment lasts longer than the general election campaign."
Despite his cautionary tone,
Mr. Joyce maintains that "it is
now only a matter of time
before the DIT officially
becomes a university."

CD/man Bynte. n'Jtwhik DIT SDII. regaills his USI heavyweight title. aM is
w-ekcted Presidmtfor allDther term. FDrfUU story see PIIf" 10-11 insitk.

IUS! SAYS NO TO WOMEN'S AUTONOMY I
In terms of changing things drastically,
this rejection by Congress is not as bad l\S
it seems; it would take a Constitutional
amendment
to remove autonomy. Kellie
USI's Annual
continues,
"We
see it as more of a danger
Congress in
sign that Autonomy will be under threat.
Westport at the
It's a feeling from the ground that
beginning of
Women's
Autonomy isn't working any
the
month
more
or
it
has
come so far in working that
opted not to
it's
not
needed
anymore."
ratify motion
She disagrees that this 'defeat' now
WR3, that of~~~==;:::~~
means that the battlements need to be
W 0 men's
. Ke/Jie 0' DDwJ.
raised. "You can't protect something for
Aut 0 nom y, WDmm SRights Officer
when it wasL..-_ _",,_·th_U_S_l_ _..1 the sake of protecting it. If the feeling of
raised.
Congress - and Women's Congress,
indeed - is that Autonomy is no longer
Kellie O'Dowd, USI Women's Rights
needed then it will go. So it's more of a
Officer feels that this is just a warning sign
practical thing, than, you know, 'Our
of possible further resistance to the quesWomen's Autonomy! How dare you
tion. It is not anomalous, and is stilI fully
in effect as far as the Constitution itself is attack it!!' The Women's Rights post and
concerned, despite this apparent withdraw- Women's Autonomy are there to render
themselves redundant." What supporters
al of support. O'Dowd explains why.
··Because it's enshrined in the of Women's Autonomy want is equality,
maintains KeUie O'Dowd, but not to the
Constitution and it was passed at
extent
that they wiII bold on to old policies
Women's Congress it still stands. We
purely
for the sake of it.
bring our policies to Congress for them to
On
a
stronger lack, she notes disapprovbe ratified but if they're not ratified by
ingly that the vict<X'S in this particular case
Congress they still stand as women's polireacted rather unreasonably. uFair enough.
cy."

n a DIT-led
deleIgatesmove,
attending
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the Women's Autonomy motion fell on
Congress floor, I have absolutely no problem with that, that was the will of
Congress. But the triumphalist behaviour
that happened afterwards was out of the
question. A lot of people were very upset
by it. Had it been along political lines say, the R6isln McAlliskey motion - and
people were jumping up on chairs...?!" she
leaves the sentence unfinished. "That triumphalist behaviour should not happen on
Congress floor. There was absolutely no
call for it." (Though the R6isln
McAIliskey motion was technicaIIy a
human rights issue - in which calls were
being made for USI to lobby both British
and Irish governments to secure her
release from HM Prison HoIIoway -, it
lies in a politically sensitive area.)
The Women's Autonomy question is
far from dead. O'Dowd believes feelings
were hurt unnecessarily.
uThe apologies were made for the
behaviour, [but) a lot of people are going
to want to hold on to it, m<X'e so now, than
they would have if it [the motion) had
,gone along on good grounds."
For fuU Congreu ,..,... Ne.-sa- 10011

DITSU, DIT Kevin Street, Kevin St., Dublin 8.
Ph: 402 4636 Fax: 4783154

Summertime
Ring in the new. Normally, that phrase evokes images of freshness, improvement 8fld
probably constructive change. Such was my impression when the DITSU Elections
were over. and, though there were moments of skulduggery and spite evident, the annu*
at madness passed off peacefully enough. As one '97·'98 sabbatical would have it, all
too many candidates - successful and unsuccesful - began to suffer from PES, Post
Electoral Stress. This I would concur with, and can only say one further thing: don't go
off the deep end without adequate reason to do so. It ain't worth it.
Sunny days now, of course, and with an early summer - up to 16 degrees and it's
only April - we's gonna have a big water shortage. For anyone who cares. we need
water to live,·so go easy on the taps, folks. The Corpo has already asked us to be vigi*
lant on that score, and if '95 was ba.d. you can bet '97's gonna be badder. baby.
Good luck to anyone who has exams.
For those of you heading off to warmer. more capitalist climes to work for the summer months - just stay away from the daft food, and the stupid beer. A strict ration of
sensible sustenance will keep you alive until September/October. by whicb stage you
can come home and walk under a bus in the comfort of your own COUDtry.
Again, enjoy the few months away from the ravages of tbe greatest Institute of
Technology in Dublin. And who knows? - it might.be a University wben you come
back.

Samhradh

Clarifications

Wmners of previous Irish TImes Crossword competition.Mar '97:
1. Malcolm Mac Domhnaill, 1yr. Kevin St
2. Ann McDonnell. 2 yr. Kevin St
3. Simon Lowther. 3 yr. Kevin St
Prizes can be collected from Kevin St SU offices.

Should you encounter anything you feel is in need of clarification in this, or any other issue of the DIT Examiner, please contact the editor and any such matters shall then be clarified in the
subsequent edition

Contributors
R61s1n CarablDe, llaebh ColmaD, Spike Dunlaburney,
Prank 8emple, cBAo••

Eclltor: cearbbaD 0 Sfoch6lD
Vlnl.ter of Defence: ChaOS
PrInted by Datucope PrIoters, EDDIacorthy
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Final
Countdown

Nixon not Dead
84 Donnybrook Manor,
Donnybrook,
Dublin 4.
19-3-97
Dear Editor / ChaOS.
after completing another overrated lunch in the Cathal Brugha St.
canteen, I journeyed to the common room to spark up a post-food
cigarette. Sucking in the contaminated air with feverish delight, my
eyes straled across the room, when
WHAM. The headline "Battle of
the Bands" hijacked my attention.
Leapi? across three innocent punters,
grabbed the latest PIT
Examiner from the person and
excitedly began scanmng the article.
Then I read it more slowly.
Once more I poured over every
wE~·
I reahse y
otter millJss·lelthtl:et::l.\
first two acts. but their names were
there. in bold type no less. NIXON
played last. Le. after VENA CAVA,
but nothing was said about us (I' m
the drummer). Even if your
reporter thought we were the worst
act since Howard J ones, it still
would have been nice to receive
some from of recognition. 12 bands
plaed that night, and eleven
t.
printed.
. As a matter of fact, we came 6th
10 the heats, and after the final.
Smiley informed us that we had
actually come 3rd on the night,
after RELAXED ATMOSPHERE.
Was there any reason for leaving us
out, or perhaps this deserves a gOod
big clarification / write up? (Des
haS seen us a few times.)

In anticipation of the next issue.
Henry Hodgson.

FI'401 /4 CBS.
ChaOS says:

Due to an unfortunate misunder. standing the reporters in question
left before NlXON came on-stage.
This was not a deliberate move on
our part, and we must stress that it
Was our intention from the outset to
~ve every band equal coverage. As
It stands, your letter seems to have
Il1ade the necessary points as good
as or better than any coverage we
could have written.

DIT Kevin St,
Kevin St.

08.
14-4-97

individual and personal insights
showing that you have integrated
the material you have learnt.
It is also a historical fact that you
are not the first person to have
taken this course. Many have gone
this way before you and many
more will follow. Just look at the
corridors that display graduation
photographs and there is every reason that your class-piece will soon
be there and you too will hold that
valued parchment. College life is
about helping students to prepare
for the marketplace and others for
further study.
Talk to students who are a year
ahead of you. to members of staff,
or the people in Student Services.
These last few weeks of study. as
you prepare for exams. are just
another part of life at third level
and soon you will be making final
plans to go abroad with friends to
get a job. or whatever, for the
Summer months. Give it your all
now; who wants to mess up the
holidays and have to come back
early for repeats?

all their figurative tongues away?
I suggest the establishment of a
strong campaign to draw the students' attention to the fact that they
have a mouthpiece here ready to
use. Free beer, free money. and perhaps a wonderful day out to Alton
Towers might be offered as prizes
to entice the little buggers to write
something.
Another possibility -- this one
pointed out to me by my cat,
Jefferson Candywhip -- might be to
line them against a wall and play
BABYBIRD at them at dangerously high levels, with the option to jot
down a simple article. This done,
they could then be immediately
released.
And another thing. you never
give out any of those Scratch 'p'
Sniff perfumey things on any of
your pages. I don't know about the
rest of your readers -- if there are
any -- but I. for one, dislike the
odour of indian ink invading my
nostrils 24 - 7 - 365.
And now, for one more thing.
You. dear editor. are a gobshite.

Finbarr A Neylon

Hear B. Call

Dear Editor.

And you had such great plans for
the Easter holidays! You had it all
worked out, so much study, revise
the lecture notes, finish off the
assignments and contact a few paopIe. Now looking back on it, the
last one was your downfall. If you
had even started to read a bit or
pulled out the notes there would
have been some mott·vatt·on but
your friends made all sorts of
demands and here you are back in
college for the last term and more
work to do than you can possibly

. ..

Ed says,

Dear Editor,

you're quite right there, sunshine.
The only thing you're wrong about
is the part between 'why...' at the
beginning, and '...gobshite.' at the
end, but aside from that I have to
hand it to you -- you make a convincing lasagne.

why, why, why do we never get
any decent articles in this here
payper of yours? Is it something we
ate?
Why is it, that with 23.000 students to choose from, only a fraction have anything to say? Has
some enormous cat come aneJ taken

'UU._il:l

Let's begin po tively, all this
work has a first step. Forget about
the mountain ahead, just look at
one area first and start working
there and bit by bit some sections
will fall into place. Remember
there are others who are even
worse off than you are and they too
hav~ to get into their struggle.

Why Not Take a Break
, after
your exams with Bus Eireann!

There may be others who will
work with you in a group and you
could cover different sections of
the course and then pool the information. talking about an area of
study is another great way to learn
it and you are also helping others.
Every time you sit down to tackle
th
f th
.
ano er part· 0
e course, reVIew
what you have learnt This transfers
the learned material from the shorttenn into the long-term memeory
and there is.a much better chance
that you will be able to recall it at a
later date. It is also a good idea to
review materialleamt during the
day just before you go to sleep at
night but this demands discipline.
If you still feel anxious about the
whole thing and you feel you are
not making any progress talk to
somebody else. A problem shared
is a problem halved, we ~
remind.ed. Also, you don' have to
know everything. Pick anc,I choose
sections, revise the lecture notes,
use a highlighter to check out key
areas that demand parti~ attention and use the language ~ style
of the lecturer including your own

Simple Stud.nt R.turn F.r•• *
SaHi.a
.....,.st
Cork
~rry

£10.00
fill ~n
£1l.50
£11.90

DoBegal
t;.h...y
KilkeaDy
Limerick

£12.00
f .. 00

£ !too
£10.00

Sliao
Tr.l....

£10.00

foU -.0
Waterford £ 6.00
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Blokes in powdered wigs and
gowns. Sounds like an
expensive fancy dress, but
it's all legal, as Michael
COllllllone found out in the
Four Courts recently.
he Four Courts is a central spot on
T
the landscape of Dublin. Any time
RTE Television is reporting on major
court cases you see the famous Four
Courts in the background. If you are
ever passing the building during an
important case you will spot the journalists and camera people waiting outside
to film the famous and important.
But I suppose the majority of citizens
have never been inside the daunting doors
of this famous building. It's well worth a
visit.
This has been a good year so far to call
on our most senior and serious courthouse.
First it was the Cathal Ryan versus Michelle
Rocca case and then fast on it's tail was
DeRossa versus Dunphy. The Michelle /
Cathal case was some spectacular; in the
midst of all the serious and ponderous people and their learning was mixed the violence and fun of the whole affair.
DeRossa and Dunphy has it's own story
to unfold. It is almost groundbreaking to
watch a Government minister answer questions in the setting of the Four Courts. The
non-stop talker Dunphy finally gets his day
in court and good luck to both of them.
But it's the 'religion' of the famous
building that intrigued me most of all.
There's a lot to see standing in that round
hall and then a short walk back to the law
library is another sight not to be missed.
It must be the gowns and phylacteries
and wigs that help create the mystery.
Maybe you could replace the word mystery
with arrogance. Anyway, we'll come back
to that later. The handiest way to get there is
by bicycle and then you can cycle in around
the side of the court and park your bicycle
beside the cars of the bigwigs. There's no
check or control or prohibition on bicycles.
Entering through the door at the side you
find yourself in the foyer of the law library
which is full most mornings with law people. barristers and solicitors and clients.
There's an air about the law people; all
seem to have a Dublin 4 stature. The barristers with their wigs and papers are easy to
pick out, you just can't miss them but the
solicitors are also quite easy to spot. Here
and there, there are little groups huddled
either at one of the few desks or else standing in a circle. There are teams of legal people and clients putting the finishing touches
to cases that are obviously just about to take
place.
If you then move out to the main hall,
which means you have to go through
through three of four doors and God help
you if you are not dressed in your legal gear
and some legal-eagle comes through the
.door at the same time. The legal-eagles
seem to feel that they have precedence when
getting through that door, and especially so
if the non-legal person looks poor and inarticulate.
Its all action out in the round hall
between 10:00 and 11:001every one is getting hyped up for the leg8I battles. And then
in the middle of all this black you see two
poor miserable creatures chained to prison
officers enter the building. They look like
chained animals and you can't help but feel
that they inhabit an altogether different
world. And no doubt the closest they will

ever get to this wealth and bombast is either
coming here in chains or else breaking into
houses of the legal-eagles.
There certainly is a great buzz in this
hall. Dotted about the round hall there will
be one or two gardai, and Albert, the court
usher or superntendent is always about to
help. In among the main actors you catch
the occasional' out-of-place' person. There
will be the few curious people who are in to
have a look, students of different disciplines
viewing the procedings.
My eye caught a semi-down-and-out. I
knew him in another life; he had been studying for the priesthood with a religious order
but left some months before ordination.
Eventually he went to a diocese in Ireland
where he was ordained, turned to drink and .
spends most of his time walking around
Dublin looking for money to quench his
thirst.
He goes up to the Four Courts on a regular basis in quite a confused state and thinking to himself that he is chaplain to the law
profession. But talking to him it is clear to
see how deluded he is. The delusions of others are much more difficult to decipher.
The journalists come and go and part of
the fun of the whole place is that everyone
seems to talk to everyone else. You catch
Miriam Lord ta11dng to Pat Rabbiue on fU'St
name terms, barristers cracking jokes with
their opposition. It all seems like some sort
of surrealistic game play. But then at the
back of your mind you can hear checkout
tills ring up very large sums of money, a day
'in the high court is not cheap, particularly if
you lose your case.
The DeRossa case was the big one on the
days I was there. The press banch was quite
full, so too was the visitors' gallery. But
people come and go, its sort of like zapping
your television; you get enough of it after a
while and flick to another channel. Oh,
another important aspect to it all; it seems to
be very important for the main actors,
whether plaintiff or defendant, to have your
friends around you. Everyone has to be in
some sort of group; it really is a place for
groupies. And if you are not in a group,
well, it says something about you.
During the DeRossa / Dunphy case
another case was taking place across the
hall: a man who has been made a ward of
court was challenging the judgement of the
president of the High Court. He was conducting his own case. I was spellbound
watching the procedures and listening to the
arguments. This certainly was 'different'.
And what I could not understand, there was
not a word about it in the press. From the
moment it began, it looked 'interesting'.
When it came to choosing the jury, the
plaintiff challenged seven hours of the
jurors which meant that they had to be
replaced with another seven. Did you know
that? If you just don'tlike the look of a juror
you can teU him or her to go home. And you
can do that with seven of them. In fact, you
can do it with more than seven of them but
after seven your action can be challenged.
You learn something new every day.
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Get a haircut, and get a goodjob. Such
advice is always handy karma, but there
are other factors to bear in mind. Read on
for tips on handling job opportunities.

Well, you've made it. College is over, no
more exams, no more lectures, and, as
OZ'ZY might say, no more tears. But
now, you gotta get some work.

CAREERING OUT OF CONTROL
2. An imbalance between work and
play - giving me details of your interests
and achievements outside of study and
work is useful, but half a page on your
captaincy of the college soccer team and
two lines on work experience gives the
impression that sport is more important
than work!

Will your CV get
you ajob?
Tom Mitehell is a management consultant who specialises in the people side of
business. This involves him in recruiting
for a wide range of companies and jobs.
In this question and answer session he
gives his ideas on some of the crucial DOs
and DON'Ts of preparing a CV.
Tom, in your daily work you see a
great many CVs. What is the first thing
you look for?
A CV that looks like the writer was
thinking of who he/she was writing to.
Give me the things I need to know on the
first page. Ideally, for me, the first page
should have:
Your personal details - name, address,
telephone numbers (and best times to call),
date of birth, sex, family status.
Your highest level of relevant
educatioo.
Any relevant work experience.
What type of job you are looking
for.
In short make it easy for me to decide
quickly, "00 I need to see this person ?"
You can add as much detail as you like
after the first page. Remember a CV is
only written to get you to an interview, so
don't make it hard for the reader to come
up with a reason to include you on their
list of interviewees.

What annoys you most about a CV ?
Having to wade through five pages of
school results to find out that you don't
have a relevant third level qualification.
Keep it simple and direct.

How should we handle "bad news" in
aCV?
Up front - if you had to repeat an exam,
or a year, say so, and give a reason. There
is hope for a person who failed an exam
because they were too involved in "the
debating society" or whatever; provided
that they have learned the lesson.
Someone who never made a mistake is
heading for one, so don't be afraid to
admit to your failures.
Remember, the person reading your CV
has seen it all before, and has seen plenty
of people recover from a mistake early in
their career.

What questions are on your mind
when you read a CV ?
1. Does this person have the academic
ability to do what we want?
2. Is there any evidence of a positive
attitude to work?
3. Is the CV consistent? Does it raise
any questions ?
4. Does what this person has done in
the past make it likely that they would
want the
job we have in mind?
5. Might this person offer us some special opportunity?

Should we write a new CV for every
application ?
Ideally yes, however I appreciate that
this can be difficult. Think of it from my
side; if you are not prepared to put an hour
into tailoring your CV to highlight the
things that I need to know, then why
should I give you an hour of my time 1
If you do write a special CV or covering letter for a job make sure to get it
right. I recently received an application
addressed to me in ABC company giving
the reasons why the person thought they
should be given a job in XYZ company!!

What raises doubts in your mind
when you read a CV ?
l.Lack of specifics - e.g. someone who
says they got an honours degree, meaning
a 2.2. - To me this looks like you think I
won't notice and will give you credit for a
1 or 2.1. Resist the temptation to try and
make things look better than they are.
Someone who doesn't give me the
results of earlier years; if they were good
you would tell me wouldn't you?
Lack of dates in work experience - e.g.
from '95 to '96 in ABC company sounds
to me like 31st December to 1st January !
Be specific!

Leaving content aside for a moment,
how should a CV look ?
A well prepared CV is one that is pleas-
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ant to look at, easy to read and easy to
find. I am currently working on a major
recruiting project for a multinational
telecommunications company. I have 400
CV's on my desk. Think of that pile, and
think of what wQl!ld make a CV stand out.
00 have it well typed and laid out
- if it's hard to read I probably won't.
Do use cream or blue paper, not
white - it will stand out.
00 include a photograph - I will
remember you better.
Oon't give me a cover or binder
- they don't fit in filing pockets.
Oon't give me a flfty-times-over
photocopy.
Don't send me one that is out of
date.
Your CV is the first information about
you that a company gets. If it looks like
you took trouble with it, then the message
comes over, "Here is someone who likes
to do it right !" The opposite is also true,
one spelling mistake or typographical
error gives the message "I don't care
enough to get my CV right, so I certainly
don't care enough to get anything else
right."
If students in the college want further
advice on their CV, can you help?
Yes, willingly, if anyone cares to write
to me care of your paper, I will comment
on their CV, and give them any suggestions I can. If the demand is great enough I
would be prepared to do a live question
and answer session in the college.
/-orjurtlltI n~//}
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the e debate
Paul & Janet Betts
The first thing you notice about Janet and Paul Belts is
that they have aged prematurely. The death of their
daughter, Leah, which hit the headlines hard in the UK
and Ireland in November 1995, understandably hit them
very hard too. and it sho\\ s.
What does not show as much, initially, is their resolve,
and they have lots of it. They are not given to sensationalism, and their stated mission is to educate, not to dictate,
or to beg; Paul Betts' opening words are "What I hope to
be able to do is to give you sufficient facts so that when
you go away from here, next time you want to use it
[Ecstasy]. and you're wondering 'shall I or shan't I?', you
can make a properly informed choice. In other words, the
choice is yours."
Their chosen approach is the wisest - nothing will
scare the doubters off faster than the 'Just Say No' throatrammed message. That the issue be swept under the caq>et
in this way is one of their greatest fears.
"My daughter killed herself." Paul Betts says this as
matter-of-factly as he might say "Air contains oxygen".
They are under no illusions as to the reality of the matter,
they do not let parental passion or emotion or grief influence the way they present their message.
As accidental crusaders educating people about drugs,
and ecstasy in particular, Leah Belts' parents are almost
ideally suited. Janet Betts is a qualified chemist and a
nurse, Paul Betts is a policeman. Ye , you remember.
'How ironic: we all thought, when Leah Belts' dad
turned out to be a copper, her mum a nurse. Not really

though. It shows that ecstasy,
pure or dodgy, is still an
unknown quantity. Some people are more susceptible to
dying from munching pills,
but death is death - you
can't die more than anyone
else. You just die.

Lii,.""

The advertised two hour
session in DIT Aungier St last
month attracted a mixed
crowd: almost 50-50 ~Id ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fogeys to Hip Young Things,
Paul Bats gains the undivided attmtion ofa near-fiJ/ Bolton St kctun hall last month.
and spilled well over the two L-----------=-"7""':~___:'~--------...:..:=.:..==-..-I
hours. They had already spoken to a full house in Bolton
. ~ou~h i~ could be said that this is merely game-playmg, It hlghhghts the fact that you don't know what's in a
St. Paul Betts did most of the talking, though his wife
spoke towards the end. They passed around four tablet
yoke unless you've made it yourself. The flaws evident in
containers ostensibly filled with white sugar, brown sugar,
the .Bet~s' t~esis are rather minor in comparison to the
gapmg Irrattonalities associated with the blinkered views
salt and flour. Everyone had a taste, and decided to themof zero-tolerance and ultra-conservative fanatics.
selves what the substances were. Everyone was correct in
their assumptions, except that the white sugar contained
The ~ebate ?n Ecstasy and other uncontrolled, illegal
minute fragments of glass; the brown sugar, baked rabbit
~ugs WIll contmue for years, with people lining up on all
droppings; the salt had duck-blood-muck spatters hidden
SIdes to make their presence felt. It can only improve with
in it and the flour was clean. The relief on the faces of the
open,
honest. t~lking of this nature. If the Bells arc responflour-tasters was great. The lesson learned wa that
SIble
for
antiCIpating such progre sive debate, then credit
because we trusted Paul Betts we lashed away and had a
where
credit
is due, whether you agree with them or not.
dab at the container without thinking for a second what
the consequences might be.

SHEEP NOT DEAD
College Authorities dismiss SU claim of new evidence on
kidnapping & torture writes Col/n Costel/o

T

he Bolton St College
Authorities have denied a claim
by the Students' Union President
Colin Costello that the by now
famous (or infamous) Three Sheep
were taken in secrecy under cloak of
night from their home in the pond
and are being kept ~ainst their will
in the dark and murky dungeons of
the basement of Bolton 5t College.
Sources close to the sheep have
said that 'they have had their legs
broken to prevent any attempted
escape and will not be returned to
their rightful home under any circumstances. College SU President
Mr Costello has also said 'this is an
absolutely disgraceful act of cowardice by the college authorities.
The three sheep were taken for
no apparent reason and are held
very close to the hearts of the
Bolton St students and deserve to
be returned to the pond where they
belong.'
The investigation into the disappearance of the sheep has been
ongoing since before Christmas
and has taken many twists and
turns. Initial investigations
revealed that 'they were taken after
a staff survey decided that they
were out of place and didn't fit into
the college environment and should
therefore be removed as soon as
possible' said John Lowe, Head
Porter for the college.
The SU refuted this claim that it
was totally unfair that the students
were not included in this survey
stating that the students are the life
and soul of the college and there-

Wimlen ofthe Bo/mn Trust Award, (Aft NostalgiA Ltd.. left to right:]acltie Dunphy.
Aiknl Ferguson. Lorraine Ward. Nora MoyuUI. Leila Ryan.

Brugha beats opposition to take Bolton Trust Award
by Thomas Felle

grou p of students who dreamed up
.a speciality coffee shop offering a
multitude of differendy flavoured coffees won first place in the DIT young
entrepreneurs' award. The Bolton
Trust Enterprise Development
Competition Finals took place in DIT
Mountjoy Sq on Wednesday 19 March,
and 5 third year catering students from
D IT Cathal Brugha St took overall
prize.

A

The idea to set up a coffee shop in
Navan, called Cafe Nostalgia Ltd., was the
brainchild of Jackie Dunphy. Aileen
Ferguson, Lorraine Ward, Nora Moylan
and Leila Ryan. The event, sponsored by
The Irish Permanent, Ulster Bank,
Murphy's Brewery, and Run Your
Business Magazine, had over forty entries
from all the DIT colleges, and competition
was very high, according to chairperson of
the organising committee, Phil Hanlon.
Entrants had to submit a business proposal, with projections, cash flows, balance
sheets and market research, in the hope of
convincing the judges that their venture
would work.

Six finalists eventually made it, each
had to make a presentation to the audience
on the night. The finalists were Cafe
Nostalgia (winners), Securi-Task Ltd.
(runners-up), Global Cuisine, Ragdoll
Ltd., Wings (second runners-up), and
Lobsters Doom (new design lobster pot).
The winners, Cafe Nostalgia, received a
£500 cheque and one year's subscription
to Run Your Business magazine. Runnersup, Securi-Task Ltd., an entry by Keith
Donlon, Philip Chubb, Nevil ~'Toole, and
Graham Clarke, designed a car wheel
lock, and received a cheque for £200.
Second runners-up, Wings, an entry by
Richard Spence, Ross Marie and Nick
Russell, received a cheque for £100. They
designed a new style Chinese fast food
restaurant in Blackrock.
"Judging by the amount and standard of
entries, the Bolton Trust is growing from
strength to strength," says Phil Hanlon.
"We hope that next year even more people
enter the competitions. It's a tough market, and competitions like this give young
people the opportunity to develop a winner's instinct."
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fore should have been an integral
part of the survey and if they had
been surveyed its results would
have been completely different
Further investigation has heard
Mr. Paul Fogarty, Buildings
Maintenance Officer say 'the
sheep, being made of wood, were
rotten and had to be removed' .
On hearing this, this reporter
decided to go straight to the top to
the Secretary/Registrar Mr Tom
Foley who when asked why the
sheep were removed said 'Why
not?' but when questioned further
said 'that as soon as finances
become available a new fountain
will be put in place as in the garage
next to the pond, a new Engine Test
Bed has been installed and requires
large volumes of water to cool it
and a fountain in the pond is the
most efficient method of achieving
this. '
This further dispels the theory
that the new Millennium clock, formerly located in the Liffey under
0' Connell Bridge was to be
placed in the pond according to
Deputy Director of the Faculty of
the Built Environment, Mr. Gerry·
Walker.
As for the poor, malnourished,
dehydrated, broken-legged sheep,
Mr. Costello has been told that the
sheep will be returned to him but
under no circumstances will they
be allowed to go back in the pond.
"Their release is the most important thing to us at the moment' he
said.

/

Members ofthe Cathal Brugha St Drama
Society travellled down to Waterford to
enter the Music, Arts & Drama Festival,
21-23 March.

Stephen Brennan was
there...and then there was
M.A.D.
all started on Friday 21 st March
Iganst1997
with crazy carncorder shenaniin Busaras. Martin Broaders
ensured that the manic weekend we
were about to experience would be forever immortalised within the chamber
of time that was a video cassette.
After numerous speculations regarding
our exact time of arrival we finally pulled
up alongside the River Suir at 7.30 p.m.
Our accommodation surprisingly rose
above our sceptical premeditated expectations offering us an array of pleasant utilities within a relaxed atmosphere. After
settling into the amiable surroundings of
Viking House however, we erred tragically by feasting amidst the walls of K
Recipe Fried Chicken. Fortunately however our recuperation time was shorter
than we had initially estimated and our
group leader and playwright were in apt
condition to return to the hostel in order to
partake in a meeting concerning the festivals drama timetable (and to enquire about
the availability of subsidised intoxicants).
Shortly after we were weaving our merry
way toward one of Waterford's premium
alcohol aUocaters. It wasn't 10 prove long
before wc were to be "swingin', shakin',
movin', makin', and showing just bow
good we really were" on the gyrating
floorboards of Club L.A. or as some of
Waterford's indigenous inhabitants would
have it Club La.

Our previous viewpoints regarding the
colour of the Suir were emphatically dispelled as the sun rose gloriously on
Saturday morning. Fantastically our group
leader and president arrived at 9.20am
with some freshly purchased nutrients
(brekkie) before the rest of us had even
ed
raised an eyelid. Soon after we pi
our woeful path uphill in order to view the
primary production of the day (Denial by
W.I.T). Frighteningly they utilised lighting and sound, a concept that we hadn't
even attempted and this would prove to be
the one thing that separated the silverware
at the end of the day. With glorious
aplomb we plotted our path south westerly
toward the main College of W.I.T. There
we were to dine eloquently amidst the col!eges exquisite Dome bar. Panic was rag109 violently throughout the hearts and
minds of all involved as one of our supporting males, Brendan Johnston had mysteriously gone A.W.O.L. rendering
Gareth Mc Guinness his only possible
understudy. Frantically Gar went racing
through the script in a bid to memorise
lines that until this point were totally foreign to him. Just when he seemed to be
handling the increasing pressure pot of
simmering nerve our prodigal son,
Brendan returned and to everyone's frustration he was smiling. Our performance
of" Vodka, Pringles and Ice cream" written by our very own Stephen Brennan, ran
fantastically and received a rousing
applause. It was then back to .. The
Junction" to watch some of the bands
C.Ompeting in the music section of the festival.

Club L.A. saw the return of M.A.D.
festival competitors to its mezzanine level
and then it was on to a party. Curfew at
the hostel was 3am and at 2.55am we
found ourselves racing through the streets
so as to keep our beds for the nights. On
our return to the room the camcorder was
back in action as the top bunk became
occupied by four bodies and then the camera man made it a five in a bed romp!!!!!
Sunday 23 March at 12.45pm and
Gareth Mc Guinness looks at me and says
"this is the one". Waterford's representative for the weekend Nicola 0' Connor
can be heard squeaking in the background
( the judge has criticised just about every I
effort Waterford made to stage the event)..1
The first award of Best Actress went con- !
troversiaUy to Galway's Aoife Lally for I
her performance in a "Rape" play.
Controversial because only seconds before
the judges made Cathal Brugha Streets
very own Michelle Mc Aulex the front
runner isolating her as the only female
actress able to "Dominate the stage whenever she appeared". The second award of
Best Actor with this time Cathal Brugha
Streets Brendan 10hnston getting a very
special and I mean very special mention as I
being largely underrated and subtle actor;
unfortunately however the award went to
Colin Coffey from Waterford for his traumatic one man effort. This award however fails to go well amidst the ranks of the
other Waterford crew who at this stage are
feeling largely neglected. Soon after however they finally get their greasy hands on
some silverware as they won the award for
best director. At this stage its looking
bleak for Cathal Brugha Street as the end
of the award ceremony is drawing near
and Gareth Mc Guinness has been reduced I
to an 'over-chilled' mass of nerves. "And
now the award for Best Original Play" the
judge looks decided. A pause, a terrible
pause and then suddenly vindication for
all the time we spent -rehearsing.
indication for all those months spent
organising drama meetings trying to
accommodate for the ever changing needs
of eight exam stricken cast members:
Cathal Brugha Street for the rust time win
a major award in the MA.D. (Music Art
Drama) festival. As soon as the congratulatory afters had begun people started to
realise that the weekend was nearly over.
A certain degree of sentimentality crept
into the hearts and souls of all those
involved: some of them even contemplating next years festival~ a touch premature
perhaps but you can't argue with the
enthusiasm. All that was left now was for
Ann Reddington, Olivia & Lourda
Killeen, Brendan Johnston, Anthony
O'SuUivan, Michelle Mc Auley, Stephen
Brennan, Martin Broaders and Gareth Mc
Guinness complete with our very own fan
club Paul and Kevin ( Kula Shaker) to go
home and view our video diary of the
weekend which by this stage has been
banned by every broadcasting company
the world over (except Channel 4).
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ART & DESIGN WEEK
A STELLAR EXPERIENCE

I

Mr RODO MANgtulrds the cantem mtrallu

I

T

his year's Art & Design Week in
Mountjoy Sq owed its conception
to a genre of story-telling made 6unous
by the likes of Frank Herbert, Isaac
Asimov, and certain tabloid newspapers, namely Science Fiction. 'Sci-Fi'
unless you're a complete arse-candle.
Eoin Connolly, responsible for the 'Sci-

Fi' mural in the canteen (see pic) explains
who's involved.
"I first started off with it when it started
three years ago, but its mainly a third year

STAR

"Its' all just a big miSh-mash of ideas,"
affair. Third years take control." The 'Se;
says Eoin, of the artwork effort. "There
Fi' mural took Eoin a total of about H
was no president, or captain saying 'Right,
hours to complete, and looks like it took
let's do it like this - " or anything.
ten days.
Everybody had their own ideas, everybody
A committee is set up between
just
chipped in, and banged it all out." For
VisComm (Visual Communications) and
Environmental
~-JI'!lIr---~~'
Design, and also
people
from
courses in the
Portland
Row
Annex. The committee number
comes to about
twenty in all.
"There are supposed to be two
from each year,"
says
Janet
Murphy, an Art &
Design student,~====~
,
_
"so you can get
The subway-liIte graffiti-strewn wall that aominatea the cantem.
everyone to know
a mish-mash it looked great.
each other; its another way of getting the
Academic staff are fully supportive,
courses together as well."
and grants were made available by the SU,
Alma Kiernan, also Art & Design,
but apart from that, the work is all underexplained that many ideas had been soundtaken by the students on their own time.
ed out, including 70s Week, & Greek and
Stefan Murphy, 2nd year Marketing
Roman Week. Finally, they had hit upon
Sci-Fi Week. "Rather than something real
student, felt the futuristically-bedecked
canteen merited praise, saying, "It's dead- \
clean-cut, real industrial, we used bits of
Iy," and on the question of how it comeverything, and tried to make the most of
pared to last year: "This is a lot better.
the canteen with the materials we had. n
There's a lot more effort gone into it."
So are there legions of STAR WARS
Julie, a 3rd yr. Marketing student
fans in Mountjoy Sq?
whose lunch I interupted, felt Art &
''The VisComms are all..'creaks," jokes
Design Week "puts Rag Week to shame."
Alma, (at least, I think she was joking...)
She
was going to the fancy dress as Pigs in
going on to describe the combined
Spaaaaace. And if you don't know what
VisComm effort which came up with the
she's on about then you missed out on the
life-size ~ryogenically frozen Han Solo,
best TV series the galaxy has ever seen.
worthy (almost) of an early ILM creation.

WARS
Though the theme of Art &
Design Week centred around
sci-fi in general, the coincidental worldwide cinema
re-release of the Star Wars
Trilogy seemed appropriately
timed. All gratitude to

George Lucas in that regard
for holding off the release of
the first of those features,
Star Wars, until DIT
MountJoy Sq were good and
ready, ready to rock.
The week zapped-off (whatever) with a monster Sci-Fi
Table Quiz in Stoneys Bar
on the Tuesday. Wednesday
saw rakes of spacers head
out to the Plex for Quasar,
followed by Sci-Ft drunkenness in Pub COMAD.
Thursday, the big day,
meant people got their
space-cake glad rags out
with phasers set on S1UN for
the fancy-dress banquet in
the canteen, and though
George Lucas was in attendance, he was sufficiently
disgUised, so that his presence there was known only
to three people, who's presence, in turn was known
only to Jabba the Hutt. The
Hutt was not there.
Once sated, the troops headed for the USI space / time
con . u m, bord r'ng t
ur
1 bt la. a
s
0
to n, W
Francois and om ) m n
Bass lads spun the vinyl all
night long.
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What was the most enjoyable part
of the job?

What worries you most for the
future about students' union politics
in general?

Meeting people and achieving our
aims. When Niamh Bhreathnach made
her [Universities Bill] announcement

Outgoing DITSU President Colin
Joyce has spent the last three years
of his life concerned with all aspects
of student politics, warts and all. So
why is he now turning away from it
and going back to school?
Though I would have liked to run
for another tenn of office, I cannot,
because the maximum DO. of years at
sabbatical level is 3. I have given my
heart and soul for 3 years, so now its
time for others to charmel their energies and enthusiasm into student politics.
What do you see as the worst
aspect of students' union politics in any third level institution?
The in-fighting and bitching which
takes place from time to time. It takes
people's attention away from the real
issues which the Union should be
dealing with.

That students won't be politicised
enough to know that government legislation does and can effect their lives
daily as students in Ireland.

last week, it finally proved the real
power of DIT students. The most
enjoyable part of the job, though, was
being able to sort out major problems
for students. I know that sounds conceited but it genuinely is rewarding.

The DITSU's first ever female
overaU President, Sin~ad Pidgeon,
dimbed up through the Union vines
in DIT Aungier St.

What would you most like to be
remembered for?

As Deputy President and Welfare
Officer (1995-96) and Site President
(1996-97) she acquired the skills necessary to co-ordinate one of the six
separate union sites that collectively
make up the largest students' union in
the country.

As the person who brought the DIT
campaign for University status to the
forefront of government policy on
Education, and for calling for proper
facilities, particularly sports facilities.

Who is your biggest idol and
why?

What do you see as your areatest
challenge in taking up the position
of DITSU Overall President?

Olarlie Haugbey & Mary Robinson
for their strength and charisma. Albert
Reynolds for risking talks with the
Provisional 'IRA which ultimately led
to a ceasefire. John Hume for continuously opposing violence no matter
what. David Ervine & Gerry Adams
for trying to bring the men of violence
into democratic politics.

Including all the membership so
they know how strong the union can
be, and making facilities in DIT a reality for all and not just a 'what could
be... '
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What's the single most important
thing you have learned since beginning in union politics?
To respect someone else's opinion
even though it might differ from your

own.

Who is your favourite author?

I am a fanatical reader and all
authors interest me.
Who is your greatest idol I role
model and why?

My parents, Eileen and Syl. for all
their suppott through my students'
union years.

Comhdhdil AMLE
No Surprises at
Congress

.A

s you all know we are part of
.rl.the Union of Students in
Ireland, every year there are a number of meetings for everybody in
the country (called National
Council) but over Easter National
Congress took place in Hotel
Westport, Co. Mayo.

C

ongress is where delegates
debate and discuss theil priori'ties for the next year. And our
National Union are therefore obliged to do it. DIT is one of the
largest de1e~tions, this year we had
22 votes out of 160 delegates.
There were hundreds ?f moti?ns,
to get through, lncludtng
International and National Affairs,
Welfare,
Women's
Rights,
Education, Union Organisation
and Constitutional Amendments.
S.ome of the most controversial
were; the introduction of a full time
LGB rights officer, and the motion
on the human rights interest in the
R6ism McAlliskey case. There was
more debate over the RTC sector
changing to Institute of Technology
than you could shake a stick at.
Debating was from lOam till
around 9.30pm and then it was
drink, drink, drink in the hotel
bar!!!

I

NTERESTING FACTS FROM:
usrs 39TH ANNUAL CONGRESS

guilty of making 'snide remarks'
and pursuing 'personal vendettas'
against certain members of the USI
Exe~utive. Colin Joyce, DITSU
Ta01seach,
put it to her that the
With a full complement of delegates seated in the Cara Suite by 11 Executive was paranoid. 'Great!'
o clock on DAY 2 (the first day of thought everyone, 'some action
business) of USI Annual Congress early on at Con~ssf' This was not
number 39, it seemed as though ~ to be, unfortunately, as matter.s
operation was going to be the name soon clilmed sufficiently for proceedings to continue.
of the game.
Peadar Mac Ph4idfu, USI Irish
Though hungover from the preLanguage
Officer, and Julian de
vious night's introductory razz-sesSp4inn
manned
the Simultrans
sion - Election Hustings had been
(simultaneous
translation)
gig all
on - delegates were chatty and
week, Julian providing the voiceeager.
over
with Peadar for emotional.
The session kicked off with Full
professional
and managerial backTime Officers presenting their
reports to Congress. Hitting on a up. Togha Fhearaibh! The inordifootball theme, Congress was told nately expensive machinery how 'the Team' which was the US! complete with headsets - on hire
Executive, had pulled together so from Bord Na Gaeilge at a reduced
well this year. They had plenty of rate, was utilised by everyone at
evidence to back this up, and dele- one stage or another. At one point,

Cork RTC refuse to
recognised themselves as anything but Cork Institute of
Technology and their president, M~ttie O'Callaghan, is
runnmg ID the general election
! !! (Welcome them into our
1.

;gaItg ~ ". ,.,.,<,,,,,.,,.

2. This year wa the first
that student nurses were
involved in the Student Union
movement.
3. UCD speak more than
any other delegation present
.

4. DIT drink more than
any other delegation present.
5. None of the elections
for full time officers in USI
were contested, that means
that whoever rant got in (nice
move).
President: Colman Byme
(2nd year running)

Deputy: Helen Ryan
(fonnerly welfare officer)
Welfare: Noel Clarke
(1st male welfare officer)
Education: Malcolm Byme
(2nd year running)
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before the 'Pirates' regis- but James Waddock seized his chance, intercepting just in
tered a score, a penalty, his own half and well out of sight before the 'Pirates'
through
Gavin knew what was happening. Quinn slotted over the easy
McAllister, after he conversion to establish a seven point lead.
Only four minutes later, they were back down exerting
spurned three chances
earlier. Apngier St ran in substantial pressure on the 'Pirates' line, the ball was
another try, this time moved swiftly through the hands, and Waddock cantered
through the speedy run- over unmolested. This time Brian Murphy stepped up and
Gleeson Cup Final
ning of right-wing Thomas Trainor just on the stroke of converted the conversion with ease.
Aungier St 46
half time. John Quinn stepped up and duly converted to
Trailing by 14 points and with only 3 minutes remainMountjoy Sq 44
leave
the
score
at
an
unflattering
lead
of
12-3
to
the
ing
of normal time, an unbelievable twist was woven into
Wednesday 19 March 1997
defending champions.
Terenure College RFC
Five minutes into the secEd McGowan and his Aungier St 'Bashers' were ond-half, the 'Pirates' came
pushed all the way to lift the Gleeson Cup in Terenure back through the powerful
College with a pulsating 46-44 win over the Mountjoy Sq Paul Hatton at numb,er 8; he
was to feature very promi'Pirates'.
The competition began way back in January where nently in the remainder of the
each of the DlT teams played each other once on a league game. Gavin McAllister
basis. The top two teams went straight to the final, and stepped up and comfortable
knocked over the conversion
what a cracker it was.
It was the kicking accuracy of John Quinn that steered to leave the score at 12-10 to
Aungier St to success; he kicked six from nine. It was as the 'Bashers'.
Visibly disturbed by this
close as that, where twelve tries were shared equally
between the two teams. Paul Hatton accumulated six tries spirited comeback, the
'Bashers' - through Alan
to his credit. but unfortunately it wasn't enough to win it.
It was a very relieved Aungier St team that heard the Temple and the mercurial
final whistle. The foundation of this historic cup victory James Waddock in the centre, ~~~7::::;:=:=:==::::;:::;===:=:::=:=~;==;:;:::::;:==::::;=======:
Aungier SI, subtly Imoum lIS 'the Bashers' • i" victorious spiri, after va1lf/'l.ishing sea-"ari"" COMA/)
was laid prior to the season. with almost all of last year's rallied a quick succession ofL--...;;---..;...----------....:..-..:...-~-....:.-::...,·......:...::..:..:.:..::.::.J
winning side. added to a crop of new talent who were to rucks, after which the ball found it's way into the hands of the tale. Desperate and determined not to let the cup slip
make their own mark throughout the competition. In con- Thomas Trainor, and there was no stopping him, even at away. the 'Pirates' conjured up two memorable tries
trast, very little was known about the dark horses of the 30 yards out. The execution was clinical. Quinn again did through Paul Hallon and his hungry pack of forwards.
the honours, and an almost McAllister converted both difficult scores. after 3 minutes
comfortable lead of nine of injury time had elapsed.
points was established.
Who would have predicted it, the match ended 36-36
The introduction of John apiece. After consultation with the rule book, it was
Campbell to the 'Pirates' pack agreed between the Outgoing President of the Irish
at half-time instilled a memo- Colleges Rugby Union and the Secretary of the DIT
rable fight which nearly top- Rugby Club, namely Philip Flood and Martin Searson
pled the champs. Seventeen respectively. to play 20 minutes of extra time. If at the end
minutes into the second-half, of extra time the scores were level. a replay was agreed as
after a few powerful surges the alternative.
and effective mauling by the
The flTst half of ten minutes was very tense, with both
'Pirates' led to a well leams reluctant to make any errors which would jeopardeserved scrum 5 metres from dise their penalty each to leave the score at 39-39.
the 'Bashers" line. Under Midway through the second half of extra time Waddock
severe pressure from a more broke the deadlock to score what was thought to be at the
controlled and heavier pack. time, the winning score. Quinn converted the pressurethe 'Pirates' struck again kick. therefore ensuring a seven point lead. The 'Pirates'.
through the towering Paul not to be outdone, decided to claim a share of the spoils
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~atton.
Gavin McAllister for themselv~. Hatton, capped off a marvellous individL-_M_ou_n~tj-oy-Stf-~_:Pi:_·raus--i_:"~th_n_·r}-=o-=/Jy_ROf-:-er_b_:IaJt~~_:".,-=ip--_=nuuIe~-wallt--th-e-p-la-nlt-by-A-u-ngz.:...·-er-S,'_.... popped over the conversion ual performance to claim his sixth try. Unfortunately. the
tournament. namely a valiant Mountjoy Sq side. They
and there was now a game on kick was very far out and the pressure was just too great.
and McAllister narrowly missed the conversion. The final
showed their immense power in seeing off the challenges our hands.
of the Bolton St 'Bears' and the Kevin St 'Kings'. A
With the score tensely poised at 19-17 to ~ungier St. it whistle came a minute later and Aungier St had retained
walkover was taken from the lowly Cathal Brugha St was anybody's game. Mountjoy Sq came back the the Gleeson Cup. but only just.
Aungier St: B. Murphy (con.). T. Trainor (2 tries). J.
team, while slipping up to Aungier St 'Bashers' in another stronger through their pack again. Great work by their
titanic struggle. left them in a comfortable position for a backrow forwards. namely Scottie Hanna and Paul O' Waddock (3 tries). J. Quinn (2 pen. 4 con), A. Temple. R.
place in the final. Hence, a rematch was set for an unbe- Connor. ensured a good supply of possession to the will- Ball. R. O' Reilly. B. McCauiey (b'y). G. Guilfoyle. M. 0'
lievabte showdown, which went straight to the wire.
ing backs. Unfortunately. the 'Bashers' backs were equal Brien. C. Wilson, E. McGowan. C. O' Grady. P. Weber,
Brophy. Subs: K. Keogh for B. McCauley. E. Tuohy
It was never less than an absorbing match with the to the task coupled with some superl> defensive work from
E.McGowan.
threat of a real upset adding to the sense of anticipation. Richie Ball. Brian Murphy and Alan Temple.
Mountjoy Sq: R. Corcoran. D. O' Riordan. M. Buggle.
There was a lot in the way of attacking play behind the
A break by McAllister brought play into the 'Bash<7s'
scrum, with both sides willing to run the ball.
22. where they forced another scrum. From this Hallon L. Murphy. D. Hickey. D. Henry. G. McAllister (2 pen, 4
The 'Pirates' had the wind in the first half. but it was was on hand to collect his third b'y. which was unconvert- con). P. Halton (6 tries). S. Hanna, P. O' Connor. C.
the 'Bashers' who opened up the scoring through the ever ed. The 'Pirates' were beginning to take a stranglehold on Marrianan. M. Hamill. D. Collins. B. Grehan. G.
present Ben McCauley at number eight, after 8 minutes. the game. Quinn reduced arrears to level the scores at 22- McLoughlin. Subs: J. CampbeU for D. Collins.
John Quinn missed the conversion which proved to be 22. through a penalty in the 67th minute.
Martin Searson
After recovering possession from the 'Bashers' S minvital towards the end. Still. 30 barren minutes passed
utes later. the 'Pirates' passed the ball through their backs,

'Pirates' lose out narrowly to
crisp, golden 'Bashers ~ matey

r-----r------------------------,

DIT FRESHERS FALL
BEFORE WATERFORD
DIT 1-6
WRTC 1-19
The DlT Freshers Hurling team fell
beneath the wheels of the WRTC juggernaut at the semi-final stage of the All
Ireland Freshers League competition. The
unforgiveable and avoidable confusion
about the time of the throw in of the game.
which was held at the Terenure pitch. did
little to help the preparations of the DlT
players for this crunch match. Despite the
size of the ultimate deficit on the DIT
score sheet the WRTC coach had words of
encouragement for the home team which
were echoed by Supremo Damian Mac
Donald who reminded the team that they
had reached the semi-final stage of an All

INTERMEDIATE HURLERS FOILED :f:~~v~~ °t~:
BY UNIVERSITY OF LIMERICK ~~~:~m~~i~~~
UL 2 _6
DIT 1 _7

TONY K1NSELLA

Ireland competition. This would not have
been expected of any DIT team at the
beginning of the season in October. While
players may feel down after the game
there is great potential in the DIT panel
who will make a name fOr' themselves in
3rd level colleges hurling compettiions in
the future.
The Dff team was
Lar Lacy. Sean Kelly. David
Clohessey. Frank O'Meara ( 0-1 ). Colm
McGee. Paul Finnerty ( Captain)
( 0-1 ), Mark Kavanagh. Trevor
MacGrath ( 0-1 ). Michael Byrne. Rory
Hickey ( 0-1 ), Mark Murphy
( I-I ). Joe Cullen ( 0-1 ). Gerry Ennis,
Martin Corcoran, Darren McCormack.

The DIT Intermediate Hurling team.
captained by Ger MacIntyre. were

1) f r Frcshcrs (r'll cli C
Footbllll
I:'Zlcllt: All frcllllld
Fill 11 I
TiJJ/c: \'(~)d 30 IIpril
~~) 11 [{ c: J Jj/I
Supporters zl'elc()}Jle
BlIs will be OJglllliscd
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Lea g u e
Championship by the crossbar which
deflected a shot from Padraig Howard
over the bar to put the game beyond the
grasp of the visitors. Even though they had
the strong wind at their back UL were
unable to capitalise on their home advantage in the f1J'Sl half and despite dry sunny
conditions the heavy sod prevented either
side from pulling away from their opponents in this closely fought contest. DIT
goalman Lac Lacey brought off the save of
the match and excellent performances
were put in by Dave Clohessy at full back
and Damien Hallisey at half forward. The
DIT team were: Lar Lacey. Anthony
Brohan. Dave Clohessy. Owen Breslin,
Darragh Spain. Mike Lambert. Lorcan
Mac Mathuna. Dave Doran ( 0-1 ),
Damien Hallisey. Ger Macintyre ( Captain
), Peter' Bowsie ' Casey, Padraig Coone (
1-2). Padraig Howard ( 0-2). Rory Hickey
( 0-2).
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FROM OUT OF
NOWHERE

Frank Smtple. Shane Dormer.

ana PJJ,wg Gajjney ofD1T HanJbaJJ a". n4l11raJJY. aIJ smi!n.

he DIT Handball Club has now
become a full-blooded club and has
firmly established itself on the handball
.
.
'.
.
map, with titles In the Dubltn
Champions League, DCU Blitz and the
Intervarsities as Team A winners.
Many parts of the DIT have contributed
to the success. On the administration side
Matt Hussey acted as President for the Club
while Diannuid Hegarty helPed a great deal
too. From the GAA Development area,
Josephine Rogers was a great help and so
too were the rest of the GAA people at the
colleges. The Students' Union were helpful
as were the chaplains at Kevin S1. All concerned gave support and re,\ognised the
achievements made by the handbaUers.
1be year began in the canteen at Catha!
Brugha S1. on the premier night for Michael
Collins. A small group of handballers met to
draw.up a plan for the year. There were no
eler-tlons of officers needed as everyone
angled where they could best serve the job,
and all was agreed. One point arising gave
way to considering if the AGM should take
pl~e before the year ended, thereby eliminatmg the chaos that occurs each September
as the cl~bs try to get their act together.
. The first task was to register the Club
With the County Board in Dublin. Then we
had to decide who should play at the different levels. That was impossible for most as
we were unfamiliar with the Champions and
players. However, we made our decisions
and eventually picking two titles; the Junio;
sing~es Padraig Gaffney (Ballaghadereen),
NOVice doubles; Frank Semple (Bray) and
Shane D<?rmer (Monavie). Altogether we
played sixteen players from Kevin St.,
Bolton St., Mountjoy' Sq.,
gier St., and
Cathal Brugha St.
The blitz organised by UCD in
November went a little haywire as players
could not make the fixtures and subsequently the Club came home empty handed,
although some new players represented the
Club and it was encouraging to see the Club
expand.
Next up was the Dublin League which
could provide a sounding board as preparations for the Intervarsities in Tralee. After
the poor show at the blitz, more groundwork
was needed so the courts were booked at
UCD and Croke Park and more efforts were
made to increase the player base. Both plans
worked well.
We arrived in Tralee with ten players and
registered in four events. We faced the host
college in the first match of the Team A
Male Singles. Paul Brady (Mountjoy Sq)
drew the favourite and eventual winner.
Tony Healy (UCC). Ladies Singles' Carol
Elsted (Kevin St) drew favourite and fmalist
Brig McCorry (Queens) while the B Team
drew UCG.
First round defeats for the male and
female singles were quick and soon after the
B Team suffered at the hands of Galway.
The A Team then started their campaign as
the earn With no C rm balm th home
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make in the second singles to win the match
and comfortably did so 21-10, 21-13 over
Ger Sherlock. With this victory came the
support of the home crowd.
The semi-finals saw, Queens of Belfast
underestimate DIT Team selection and
sl!en~th. Though Shane Dormer won out in
hiS smgles game 21-16, 21-17 against Paul
Graham, Paul Brady and Frank Semple
were unable to contain Sean Devine (All
Ireland U21 <;hampion) and partner Connor
Conlon, leavmg an overall score of 87-94.
Up s~eps DIT a~chor man, Padraig Gaffney
need~ng two w!ns an~ a.n overall victory
margm of~. This h~ did m style with a 2110,21-9 wm over NiaU Goram, and the DIT
reached the final for the first time.
The fmal saw UCC with the experienced
Tony Healy to parade, whereas the Dublin
college had the better balanced side and the
element of surprise still lingered. Shane
Dormer se~ of~ like a train a~ainst John 0'
Connor, wmnmg 21-12. While coasting in
the second he cut his leg, and struggled to
concentrate, but won out 21-19. Then came
the doubles as Frank Semple and Paul
Brady took on Tony Healy and Trevor
Lynch. DIT lost the first game, levelling the
sc~re at 51-51. Healy and Ly~h went on to
wm the next t'Y<? games, putting Cork in a
very strong poSition.
Cork ~ere quietly confident that their
man~ Mlchael Rafferty, would get the
requrred 19 aces ~rom t~e remaining two
games to take the tatle agam. The DIT in the
form ~f Padraig Gaffney, had other ideas.
Padraig won th.e first game 21-11. Rafferty
needed 8 aces m the last game, and though
~ork confide~ce ,was evident in the gallery
It, was otherwise m t,he alley as Gaffney had
h!s opponent guessmg wrong and missing
hiS ~hances. Gaffney picked off his shots
unlll Rafferty split his concentration.
Gaffney revelled in the opportunity and won
the game 21-7, ending the match with the
oyerall score of 117-116 to wrap-up a stunmng contest which will live long in the
memories of the packed gallery and players.
DIT Handball later went on to a further
series of games in the Dublin League, winning a close semi-final against St Pat's,
Drumcondra, and beating the Garda Club in
the Junior League at Croke Park. Another
weekend blitz was organised by
and
this time DIT won a semi-final against
Trin.ity 103-56, going on to ~in the final,
beating UCD 110-61. Our ladles' representative lost out in a close contest with UCD's
Claire Doyle.
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he glorious sunshine which
beamed down on the Home
pitch did no~ to deter the
COMADIANS from focuing on the
ITCF Shield final.
A fighting fit, fully-uniformed
Mountjoy Sq side turned out for this
most important game of the close of the
season, under pressure in their home
town to put on a good show.
Cork Institute of Technology had
come to town to prove that there was
more to soccer in Cork than Dinny Irwin
and Roy Keane.
Both teams vindicated themselves,
more or less, in an exciting five-goal
thriller which went right to the fUll-time
w~istle and looked as though extra time
might have been a disctinct possibility.
Though it began quite slowly, the
pace soon picked up, and several good
!'Dns were made early on by the DIT side
mto the Corkonians' penalty area but the
~nishing was slack. The frrst goal came
an the 30th minute following a great
pass from Dermot Slattery at number 8
to the number 2, Aidan King, playing up
front, who slotted it in.
Three minutes later, it was Cork's
turn to celebrate, as Con nor 'BiIi~'
Hannon cleared off his own number 5,
Sean Bryce, into the goal, and it was 11. The score remained unchanged until
after the break.
Following the re-start. the home side,
egged-on by legions of blondes,
brunettes, and the odd SU President,
began to put better moves together.
The Comadians took to the front
again after winning a penalty which
found the back of their opponents' onion
sack, but, like Liverpool reliving that
Newcastle nightmare. again threw away
their lead for no apparent reason, and
the score tood at 2 apiece.
Ro I
he n

bade them well, as they were to get the'
result eventually.
A free won by 'BiIi~' Hanoon thirty
yards from the CIT goal provided an
opportunity to settle the matter four
minutes from the end.
Up stepped Dara 'Darcy' Brady to
bend the pumped-up pig's bladder into
the top corn'er with the ease of a
Brazilian street player. Goal of the
match without a doubt; perfectly executed and couldn't have come at a better
time. Cork were deflated and the job
was done.
The battle for the prized shield was
won, but the war was still on. 'What
watl' you ask. The War of Drink. It was
time to get hammered, and I'm not talking West Ham United.
Everyone filed back to the Big Tree
and the DITree bar for a well-fed meal
and lots of booze. The presentation 0
medals and shield were made by Bob
'Eustace, Irish Technical Colleges
Football representative, and beer was
laid on by Heineken.
Manchester United were being pissed
upon by a stylish Borussia Dortmund
and the drink tasted really good because
of it
To cap the night, Pub COMAD was
celebrating its second-last evening 0
the year -- yes, there is one left still -and the participants began arriving for
the 9pm start as early as 7:30.

Ha"gi"'arou,,J, Iooltm'ftra riai!, at
PUB COMAD aflu tin gami!
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Most Irish people get theit impressions ot~ FOOtball rrom late nights spent
watching the game on Channel Four. Not many realist that they could actually leave the
comfort of their annchairs and watch a game "in the fteSt" in Ire1and.
American Football has a twelve year history in Ireland with the fll'St Shamrock Bowl.
the Irish equivalent of the Super Bowl. being played between the Dublin Celts and the
Craigavon Cowboys from County Armagh. The game was at its peak here in the mid
'80s with the Dublin Celts being well known throughout Europe where they played
against top opposition and in doing so clinched large sponsorship deals with Irish compa~
nies.
The interest in the game here started to wane in the early '90s but this is being turned
around at the moment partly because of the hype generated by the Notre Dame v Navy
game last year. A professional marketing organisation has been given the task of promoting the game in Ireland. Jim Hutton of Image Management and Promotions
explained. "Up to now players hadn't been receiving a fee a: gaining the best possible
publicity from personal appearances they were making. Most of the time they were just
given a few cans of beer and thanked for turning up. It is our respQnsibility to ensure that
they are treated on a professional level from now on."
The Irish American Football League starts in April every year and concludes with the
Shamrock Bowl in the autumn. This year there will be six teams competing in the league.
three from NortbeJ1l Ireland and three fiom the Republic. namely the Belfast SpartapS,
Carrickfergus Knights, Portadown Pantllels. Dublin Tornadoes. Dublin Bulls and Dublin
Lig~tning. Jim Hutton outlines his thiJiking on the league structu.re this year. "We have
got for the first time six teams competing in the league when in years gone bye the
league survived with just four teams taking part. This should make it tenabl~ to operate
this year with more games and the season being longer than ever before. We have to
spread the season over a longer tenn because its a v.ery strenuous game. its like rugby
multiplied by three. the effort that must be put in. so you need to give the space Of a week .
at least between each league game." Hutton goes on to outline the potential of American
football here as a spectator sport for all the fatnily.
"American football is a very vigorous game but all the razzamatazz sutrounding it .
makes it a family oriented Sport. For this reason we are attempting to promote the game
as an attraction at various festivals around the country. The match would be an actual
league fIXture and would market the sport to a much wider audience."
Leaving the business aspect and returning to the playing side the Dublin Tornadoes

THE DITSWIM. TEAM
TRIALS AND
TRIBULATIONS.
1997 is definitely a case of " so far so
BRILLIANT !I" We began the year with
an Inter - OIT Championship which
brought together 80 DIT swimmers to
compete for the first time. The standard of
com~tition was excellent which for us
signalled that 1997 could well be a vintage
year for DIT SWIM TEAM. And not to
<lisa(JPQint. it definitely has been, and we
aren t finished yet.
The year continued with the Freshers
Intervarsities Championships in Cork. A
30 strong team boarded the train and we
arrived in Cork ready to take on the Best.
Competition was fierce, however the DIT
team rose to the occasion, our OIT Ladies
swim team led the W(iY finishing second
marginally to UCD. In the Mens
Swimming Championship the DIT team
also finistied second. this time pipped at
the post by Trinity. On to the next day of
competition and the Waterpolo teams took
to the water. Unfortunately the DIT womens drew UCO in the flfst round and lost.
UCD went on to take the ladies title.
However with fire in their bellies our
mens team fought on to win the Mens
waterpoto championship. This left us second only to UCO in the overall points
table. who won by a comfortable enough
margin.
So it was back to the training pool to
put in more long hard hours. Added to the
swimmers gruelling individual training
schedules. we also train twice a week in
Sean Mc Dennott SI. After the Christmas
break we got bac:' to training one week
before DIT reopened as there was only a
matter of weeks to the Intervarslty
Championships and there was no time to
let the cold turkey settle. This year's
Intervarsities was to be yet another milestone in the OIT SWIM TEAM'S illustrious history. We hosted the Champion hip
for the first time ever. and we also put in a
record breaking pcrfonnance in the pool.
In ,the swimming championship's our women s team put In an outstanding performance to finish second despite flaving to
compete without two of tfjeir strongest
swimmers out through injury. In the
Men's Swimming Championship our men
swam their lungs out to finish In front of
UCO and Trimty. However. the elusive
first place escaped them as OCU took the
honours thanks to wonderful perfonnances
from their Irish Team swimmers. So we
gathered up forces and we headed into the

Waterpolo Championships. It was a bitter-sweet affair. Our ladies team progressed into the the Quarter - finals where
once again we were unlucky enough to be
drawn against UCO. However, not to be
intimidated they fought tooth and nail and
at the end of four quarters it was three
goals apiece. They continued to fight
through two periods of extra time only to
finish four goals a piece. It was now down
to sudden death and through the cruelest
stroke of faith UCO popped one in the
back of our net. Some would think it
bitchy for me to blame it on the referee,
but in all fairness we could definitely recommend a good optician. Still seething
with an~er the ladies regrouped to win the
women s plate.
What kind of effect would this have on
our men's team, considering they were
VERY attached to our ladies team?
Obviously the DIT men did not appreciate
what had hapxx:ned to their women and
they literally kicked ass, all the way to the
final. And did they suffer a nerve attack in
the final? Not likely. They won the men's
waterpolo championship emphatically
treating the spectators to an exhibition of
waterpolo as it should be. The overall
results were the closest ever in Intervarsity
History with DIT finishing only to points
behind the UCD team. I:isted below are
those who com~ted on the DIT Swim and
Polo teams 1996 - 1997. We would like to
take this opportunity to thank and congratulate each member of the team.
Aungier St:
Francis Corcoran*
Julie Hogan
Catherine Smithers *
(Irish International team captain)
Cathal Bruagh St.
Maura Gafney
Leanne Masters
Dawn Mc Glynn*
Rachel Murphy
Padraic O'Cathain

Eric Ryan
Arpad Szabo
Robbie Vaughan
Kevin S1.
Brendan Giles *
John Kealy *
Maria O' Donnell
Mountjoy Sq.
Rita Campbell
Derek Cooke
Claire Corbett
Oavid Cremin
Alan Fogarty *
Colin ~orrisey *
Celine Pager
Oamian Pedreschi
Colm Walsh *

* All the swimmers above denoted with
an astern have been selected for the Irish
universities team. which will compete in
Glasgow in April. This iS3et another
huge success for the OIT SWIM &
WATERPOLO team. We have the largest
contingent on the Irish team & both the
women's and men's captains ilre OIT
swimmers.
We would also like to take this opportunity to thank everybody who hefped us
this year, Oiarmuid Hegarty and everybody on the DIT Central Sports
Committee. the local Students' Unions
especially Vivienne in DIT Mountjoy Sq.
and Maura in DIT Bolton St. We woul<l
also like to thank Ms. Therese Grogan and
Mr. Paul O' Sullivan for all the sup~rt
they offered us. and Mr. Jimmy Banks.
This year. above all. was of vital importance to the DIT Swim and Waterpolo
Team and it would not have been as successful without the support of our sponsors. ARENA "active competitIOn"
SWIMWEAR & and HEINEKEN.

THE FUTURE
This year has proved that the DIT
SWIM & WATERPOLO TEAM can compete and enjoy success at the highest levels. This is a fact that all the sports clubs
in DlT should act upon. The more DIT
Sports Clubs competing at the highest levels, the better it is for OIT sports.
While it is true that DlT Sports Clubs are
grossly underfunded and as such have no
facilities of their own. I would encourage
clubs not to use these factors as excuses
but to turn them around and therefore

Bolton SI.
Stuart Clarke
Brian Conwav
Brian Farrell'"
David Fehery
Steve Lyon*
(Irish International team captain)
Kieren McKeown
Micheal Mc Adam*
Ciaran Mc Adam
Padraic O' Cathain
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work even harder to achieve the successes
which .we as a sporting body deserve. As
a third level institution we have the largest
student body to select our various teams
from. and therein lies our huge advantage.
However. this is a daunting challenge, as
there are many factors which can stand in
the way. inter-DIT communication being
top on the obstacle list.
It is now time that the various DIT
Sports clubs took the initiative to organise
themselves properly at DIT level. We
have to get our own shop in order before
we can go forward and take on our established and often single campused sporting
rivals. The key to success is an active
inter faculty committee. who are not
reliant on outside help. such as Sports
Officers etc. but who work with the Sports
Officers and other people to better their
own club and DIT Sport as a whole. In
order to work within the DIT Central
Sports each club will have to be organised,
knowing exactly what they want to do and
how they are going to do it.
Already there have been terrific
improvements by individual clubs. and
this should not go unnoticed. The DIT
must recognise the many sporting achievements which continue to enhance the
image of the DIT whilst not receiving their
just rewards. We, as a sporting body, have
no facilities to speak of, and we find ourselves in an appalling situation. Constant
pressure must be put on the DIT at alllevels to ensure this situation is improved and
this improvement should begin immediately. The DIT SWIM & WATERPOLO
TEAM and hopefully many other sporting
clubs will continue to compete at the top
levels and whilst doing so we will ensure
that this important issue stays as near to
the top of the DIT agenda as possible.
It is only with a concerted and organised effort that the DlT Sports Clubs will
improve this situation. The time is now
right for us as a sporting body to see some
reward for our efforts. a reward which we
feel we more than deserve.
A University cannot be a University
without the proper Facilities.
Oamian Pedreschi
DlT SWIM & WATERPOLO TEAM
CAPTAIN

/
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YOu've heard the official versions, but they were just government cover-ups.
Sorlle ofthe real stories are contained below.

First Karting Intervarsities
leave DIT with five
finishers in top eleven
The first ever Karting
Intervarsities took place on
Saturday 5 April. Eight colleges
entered a total of twelve teams to
take part in the four hour
endurance race which took place at
the fabulous 'Kartworld" outdoor
track in Watergrasshill, Co. Cork.
Bolton St A Team held the lead
for a period during the race but
was eventually pipped at the post
to finish third behind Cork InstItute
of Technology with RTC Sligo the
winners of the event. Bolton St's
B, C and D teams finished ninth,
seventh, and eleventh respectiv~ly
with Mountjoy Sq's team finishmg
in sixth place. The event was
organised by the DIT Karting C!ub
and was a credit to the orgamsatIOn
and
perseverance of the
Intervarsity Committee members,
all of whom study in Bolton St. I
would also like to thank Bolton
St's sponsors for the event, Murray
Motorsport - suppliers of Sparco
Racewear.
The 1997 Karting Intervar ities
was a great success and a time was
had by all. It is without doubt that
future Karting Intervarsities will be
just as good, If not better.

Michael Rooney,
Chairman,

Intervarsity Committee.
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The hills are alive with 'It's a Long Way to Tipperary'
Rosemary Mc Gaughey

I(Ap,

under-financed an Irish squad is once again looking
f you think of Ireland and sport you'll probably
conjure up images of Hill 16, the Sam Ma~uire towards the Olympic flame in the hope of qualifying for
the 1998 Winter Olympics in Nagano, Japan.
'the boys in green' and more r«endy Soma 0'
Sullivan and Michetle Smith. You don't instinctively
The current crew includes: Terry Mc Hugh, sprinters;
picture four men in a bobsl . h somewhere on a Jeff Pamplin and Pete Donaghue and throwers; Simon
Linscheid and Ed Healy. With Pat Mc Donagh now as
mountain in Austria, with the sound of cowbells ringteam manager.
ing in their ears.
Well, maybe in the not too distant future, you will.
The sport of bobsleighing may not be the sport of kings
I caught up with recent bobsleighing recruit, Jeff
Pamplin, who began bobsleighing just over three months
but it's extremely popular across Europe, Canada and the
US ever since it's appearance at the first ever Winter ago. When he was first approached to join the team he
was initially very hesitant, "I can't get on a ride in
Olympics in 1924.
Funderland, I'm scared, I can't do anything like that".
Ireland's history in the sport however, is a little more
Jeff now drives in the two-man and is hoping to drive in
recent. In 1986 founding members, former rower, Pat Mc
Donagh and Irish javelin champion, Terry Mc Hugh
the four-man. The track, "is just phenomenal the size of
established the Irish Bobsleighing Association. Within
it, you've got 30 foot walls of ice, you've no concept of it
two years the Irish team qualified for the 1988 Winter
until you actually get over there and look at it, it really is
huge".
Olympics in Calgary but without the approval of the
Olympic Council of Ireland, they were unable to particiPractice is naturally very difficult, with only twelve to
pate. Again in 1992 the team qualified for the Albertville fourteen tracks in the world. It's an elitist sport. The
Games this time supported in some manner by the OIC. team however, have practised at the Bobschool in Inglis,
Austria and have a bob in Dolphin's Barn Ice-rink and
In Albertville, Ireland finished 32nd and 38th in a tough
46 team two-man event. The fastest of the two bobs finplan to attach wheels to it in order to practice the start,
which is the most crucial part of the race.
ishing just over seven seconds behind gold medalists,
SWitzerland.
I asked Jeff why he thought the team received very litNot surprisingly an Irish bobsleigh team attracted some tle media coverage. "There's a Virgin Islands bobsleigh
team as well, which no one knows about a Virgin Islands
interest at the Games, probably for the novelty value. A
BBC camera crew filmed one of their practice sessions team, Puerto Rico, there's a lot of smaller nations. The
dUring which the bob turned upside down on the second reason we don't get publicity? It's just a minority sport".
He added, "you'll always only get five lines in a paper or
bend leaving the crew fourteen more bends upside down.
As the bob capsized the push handle came out and began something and they'll scoff at the fact you finish 23, 24
out of 35,36 competitors but I mean you could look at the
SCrapping off the top of the track causing streams of fire
jumped from the bob. Once the two athletes inside knew
English, the English have the same facilities as us, no
facilities and they're ranked in the top ten in the world in
they weren't hurt they started singing 'It's a Long Way to
Tipperary', upside down with flames leaping out of the bobsleighing, so it's something we have the potential to
be very good at."
back of the bob, live on BBC.
Jeff maintains that over the next four or five years
Six years on, reputations still intact, undeterred and

Ireland have the potential to reach the top ten, if they're
able to compete continuously and if they get the much
needed financial support. Equipment is the key to success. The German team have the best bob in the world,
the 'Dresden Bob' which cost in the region of $50 000
and the Americans have a bob made by NASA which cost
$1 million to develop.
Currently Ireland rent bobs from different associations
and have found that Irish goodwill around Europe is
exceptional. The Swiss at the Europa Cup in Austria, earlier this year recorded all they're own people coming
down the track and recorded the Irish as well. The Irish
team in the end were driving the track so well, the Swiss
were learning from them.
Eleven years on people are still amused at the thought
of an Irish bobsleighing team. "You get the obvious
jokes, everyone seems to have watched 'Cool Runnings',
it must have been a big success in the cinema or something because you get everyone going, where's you're
dreadlocks, all this kind of thing".
The Jamaican bobsleighing team, the basis for Disney's
'Cool Runnings', were the darlings of the 1988 Winter
Olympics. The four-man team stunned the Games by
posting the seventh fastest starting time in the third of four
runs, unfortunately the sled crashed putting them out of
the competition.
However exciting and dangerous bobsleighing is, Jeft's
feet remain finnly on the ground, so to speak, as spinting
continues to be his number one priority. "I woo't do b0bsleighing to harm my sprinting. I'll always be a sprinter
and a bobsleigher on the side kind of thing but I mean to
get to the Olympics and to represent your country is
something every athlete wants to do, in any kind of sport.
tiddly winks."
~ out for the 'boys in green' on the track in Japan
next year.
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Daragh Lane has been looking at the Internetfrom Ireland's point ofview, ana wonaering what
lies in store for broadcasters and creative entertainers when it comes to the crunch.
he Internet is the first major manifestation of a new
T
era in societal development. which was first heralded
in this countryj in August 1967 by the then Minister for

beginning in government circles with the implementation
of a comprehensive plan (by Central Infonnation
Technology Services. CITS) to facilitate inteiworking
between various government departments. To help ensure
equality of access for all citizens a government Web page
has been set up with provisions for public infonnation
kiosks in prominent buildings.
•
The goat of achieving Universal Access to E-Mail in
Ireland has two main sub-goals: fltst1y. interconnectivity
between different E-Mail systems. and secondly. widespread accessibility of all individuals to some E-Mail system. Widespread accessibility is hampered by many
obstacles: increasing income and education gaps. gaps in
the availibility of computers and access to networks
brings to light the fact that government policy changes are
a necessary remedy. Again. looking at the American situa*
tion we can see that creative ways to make terminals
cheaper; to provide access in Libraries I Community
Centres; and to provide E-Mail 'vouchers' or support
other forms of subsidies would be a good start for ~overnment policy makers. As in the US. government policy in
Ireland must also give priority to uni.Versa1 home access.
The technical barriers to providing universal access to
E-Mail must also be taken into account and dealt with.
For instance, the inteIcbangability between E-Mail sys*
tems needs to be dealt with (as it has been on the Internet
with software developments such as SM1'P and MIME).
Public access is vital; a possible solution could be the
introduction of 'Pay Terminals' similar to the payphone
system. Also it is evident that E-Mail 'Yellow-page'
directories much like phone books, must be introduced. In
Ireland there is a need for a simple E-Mail address system
that gives every citizen a 'default' address. It is believed
that this would Jump start a universal access system
because theoretically everyone would be reachable. This
needs to be coupled with a programme of economic assislance, such as a subsidy service, to the marginal consumer: i.e. the Information Poor. there is no doubt that
with time. the proper infrastructure. correct government
policy making and community involvement E-Mail will
become a universal method of communication in the

because me telephone is used only 5-7 minutes pet day (in
the OK). leaving the network largely unused.
Broadcasters will be impol1ant because no 'user habit'
bas to be established: television is already the largest
human activity after sleeping and working. Convergence
makes it possible for a one-way mass medium to become
a distributed two-way medium (with the help of software
companies, multi-media. etc.). Interactivity becomes the

Transport, Power. Posts and Telegraphs; Etskine Cbilders.
In the Digital Age. technological advance is rapid and
relentless thus making traditional organisational structures
(of Business, Government. Relationships, etc.), ina<1equate.
In this new Era traditional boundaries become blurred:
the telephone, the television set and the home computer
are already interacting and will soon become indistinguishable rrom one another. An example of this can be
found in Florida where Time Warner are producing a
'Full Service Netwodc' (FSN) to 4,000 volunteer homes.
The FSN is essentially Video-on-Demand along with
some shopping possibilities. However. according to
George Gilder on 'Life Mter Television' such innovations
as High Definition Television. on-line Games, etc. cannot
hide the fundamental flaws of television. He sees computers and the Internet as the replacement of television where
a two*way, interactive medium will develop, with viewers
contributing greatly to programme production.
Ireland can benefit greatly from the opportUnities
offered by the Digital Age. The Internet represents an
ideal technology for selling to a buge global market.
According to Gerry McGovern. in his report for Forbairt.
Ireland must become an exporter of 'Original Content'
rather than simply a skilled workforce that is used by
multinationals to export 'their' original content
McGovern also feels that the over-conservative and over*
complacent attitudes to New Technologies in Ireland may
lead to the country being left behind as the rest of the
world embraces technology. Ireland is rich in the raw
materials of this new era (i.e. Imagination, original content, excellent film I video production, etc.) and it is
because of this that Ireland can be a leader if the necessary
vision is forthcoming from the government.
To begin with. the government must reinforce the view
that Ireland has an excellent education system with a
move away from a process which produces good workers
who fit into, and instead start encouraging good entrepeneurs who go out to create a system. We must create
future.
products; and create content. In most advanced countries
Another important issue for Ireland in this new Digital
the debate on the implications of the Digital Age is well
Age is Convergence. Convergence is a term usecfto
underway, and many countries are already moving from
describe the merging of the modes of produetiOll ~
debate to action. Ireland must move quickly to develop a
ers) of media; the modes of transportation of media; the .
clear vision as to how it can best exploit the Digital Aae. .
mc;rging of different services i.e. te!ecomnuui' .
opportunities and it Q1~!iJJiliatt
~,.~.
•.•

The consequences of convergence in Ireland, and more
generally in Europe, are varied: to be competitive in an
environment of conver~ence an actor must control as
many of the four dommns of the new communication
process as possible (ie. production, distribution, content,
and softwarelhardware). This will stimulate the formation
of Pan European groups I multinationals which witt raise
certain questions about re3ulation. For instance, the EU's
policr on cross-subsidisation will need to be looked at
That IS to say that if the electricity or water companies
come in as cariers, they can outprice competitors using
profits from their own industries. It is clear that regulations regarding content (e.g. pornographic material) are
inadequate in this new environment what laws of censorship appl in individual states? The old definitions of
mass
are no longer relevant to these new forms of
communication? The <)uestion also stands whether there is
demand for these seMCeS and whether it is sufficient to
support the necessary invesbneDL It has been suggested
that because innovators are such a small percentage of the
population that this demand does not exist
There is also no reason to believe that because someone cruises on the Internet that he/she will do the same in
broadcasting. Will the consumer be willing to pay for
Video-on-Demand? Does it add anything to the multitude
of channels already available? Homogeneity across the
Pan*European market is also a problem because it is diffi*
cult to ensure that a programme is appealing to all communities simultaneously. The digitisation of communication generates all kinds of problems in order to ensure the
progression to convergence.
In this new environment RTE's dominance is more and
more questionable, (this is true of all Public Service
Broadcasters - PSB - in general). Rrn's dominance in the
marketplace is now under threat. The Green Paper on
Broadcasting which was published inl99S dealt with
some recommendations including the splitting of the
~
. ~. . two . as well as
a

OVer the I8st 15-20 years, the blqeoning use of perpOtt). AS •
sonat computers has popularised a number of new inforfrom point A to point Balearic Islands in any physicat way
mafion services, including Electronic Mail (E-Mail). Ethinkable (telephone, cable, fibre, wireless. satellite).
Mail is a form of information interchange in which mesEvery exisitin$ communication infiastruClUre will be able
sages are sent from one computer to another via modems
to integrate VOIce, data" and Pk:twesman int~tiYe way.
and a telecommunications systems. E-Mail beganasaBasically.Conv.ergenceena6lesanytn.!i~g_means of information interchange for small. select groups; vice (telephone, television), or any new service (Videoits use has spread to encompass millions of people an over on-Demand) to be communicated 00 any car.r:ier (e.g.
the world. creating 'Virtual Communities': !.~. 8!Oups of
satellite, fibre. etc.).
individuals. often widely separated geographicaUy, who
The ultimate tec~~;t con~ dream is
share common interests. E-Mail has unique properties that Fibre-to-the-Home. or
, beCause $~
distinguish it from other forms of communication: for
unlimited ~ty. This refers to one ISDN (lntegrated
example, it supports true interactive communication
services Digital Network) which offers an communica*
among multiple participants. 'Broadcasting', or as it will
don serYk:es'. However, apart from selected ~it
soon become 'Narrowcasting'. is not confined solely to
happened ~t Many. analysts believe that; given 1heJe¥el
television stations anymore: information can become
of investment in cable-and telephone up until now.~.
accessible to the whole global population.
extreme high cost of ISDN. the up-gading of existing
E-Mail uses modern infmnation and telecommunicacableltelepbone ~~,Jgferable option.. Widl
tions technology to provide a much faster and IllOI'e effiregard to the media. it is Pl'>~Iedtb8t ~on ~
dent means of conveying information than current postal
will drop dramaticaDy due todigitiSitidll (e.g. ~
systems. This increased speed and effICiency could have
could be generated by coq1pUtefS). ~1ht}xjssibiJi1R's
many commercial and economic benefits; it could conof trans-border data Oow are unlimited, thus inaking geatribute to increased Irish economic competitiveness (as
graphical borders essentially irrelevant. That is to say that,
Gerrr. McGovern points out in his report). E-Mail makes technically speaJdng. it would be possible to dial up a
posSIble much more egalitarian, reflective dialogues
Video-on-Demand service in the US and view it in
among individuals and groups and therefore would conEurope.
tribute greatly to the development of 'Plurality' in Irish
The actors, or potentially intereseed parties, in conversociety.
gence are: the carriers of data; software C()ID~;
Looking at the American situation for guidance it is
media-content industries; consumer electronicS industries;
clear that both public and private policies in Ireland
and computer maufacturers. It is true to say thatthe
should be geared towards the deveopment of a National
telecommunications industry (as carriers), and broadcast
Network (similar to the National Information
industries (as content providers) are at the core Of the conInfrastructure, NU in the US). This process seems to be
vergence business. Telecommunieadons is ideally suited

Dangll Lane is a 4th yr. Comm. studeDt In A..... St.
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Ditsu hits
the web!
The Dit Students' Union
makes its appearance on "the
World Wide Web" today and
is willing and able to serve
you...
The page is still in its infancy but will soon be up and

running with all the latest;
The contact addresses are:
e-mail:
dcarey@maths.kst.dit.ie

Welfare information
Events guides
Ents. info.
Clubs and Societies events I
info.

aoconchubhai@maths.ksldit.ie

The site's creators are waiting for you to put forward
contributions for the site.
The address of the site is :
http://www.kst.dit.ielditlsu
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snail-mail:

DIT Students' Union,
Kevin Street DIT,
Kevin Street.
Dublin 8.
fax or phone:
4783154

To be marked for the attention of
Andoni 0 Conchubhair, Clubs and
Societies Officer. Information
received in typed format will be
considered first and entered first.
Remember if you are going away
on an Erasmus program you will
still be able to see the page and
make contributions to it.

Thanking you for your attention and looking forward to hearing from you.

Andoni 0 Conchubhair.

ALBUMS

this fierce, tough, sonic
bionic album no end. I was
amazed by the diversity within this little box of tricks, a
must for anyone who likes

of his happy Cork face! If you
have not heard "Logical
Progression" you are missing
out. An excellent night with
the best host on the planet!

DJ HYPE
4 April 1997 The Kitchen

Chemical Brothers
Dig Your Own Hole
(Virgin Records)
Before I even start I am
faced with a major dilemma!
It's my editor you see, he kind
of has thi thing 0
e
Brothers. On several occasions I have entered his office
to be confronted by "Exit
Planet Dust", as his foot taps
below his neat desk. It kicks
away in the corner as my editor's head bounce up and
down; I can't possibly give' it
a poor review! He'll be heartbroken.
Thanks be to God it's a
totally thumping album (super
I'd say). I spent 4 hours in my
father's sizeable 2 litre estate
listening to this full volume
(understanding Dad or what
1). There are too many highlights to mention, the two you
already know (Setting Sun
and Block Rockin' Beats),
both kickin' and rockin'. I
have no doubt that. this will do
the business for Tom & Ed.
They played the Red Box
recently to rave reviews and
you guessed it my bloody editor (bless his heart) was there
to bounce around as cool as he
knows how. Fans will love

Scratchmaster and uncompromising motormouth
supreme, Hype, who has led
his Ganja Crew into major
label success, played the
Kitchen to a crowd of pure
maniacs. His cut-ups, rewin~s
and scratching were more
dance music. One of the best exciting than a frreworks disthis year but albums are easy play. His rewinds spin deftly
to make!

9/10 (loses 1 mark to piss
otT my editor)

I

CLUBBED TO A BLOODY PULP
1IIDlf1l1UlX
o

Redboz
SUD 16 Mar

LTJBukem
March 301997 Temple
Oh my God, I can't believe
I'll see him at last, "LIVE". It
i~ sad that in this day and age
we still have to go the same
bullshit route to get musically
accepted, if it wasn't for the
independents, a few ghetto
guys we would not have the
music we have today. Some of
these guys will die penniless,
but in the process they have
been the true renegades and
true renegades always walk
alone. DannyBUkem is one of
the fore-fathers of Drum n'
Bass and for that deserves all
the respect he has got. The
night was pure bliss with a
genius behind the turn-tables
mixing and moving the tunes
around the dance floor. Donal
Dineen (No Disco, Radio
Ireland fame) was there, loving every moment by the look
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back and forth to the beginning of popular jungle hits.
His jump-up style is mainly
fixed to the dancefloor: the.
drums are fierce, the drop
down into the bass, dramatic
and the hook, easy to grip. As
the clock hit 12 a pale figure
moved into the box (that's not
a DJ!), it was HYPE. From
the start it was madness, from
a low-key "No Diggity" to his
more renowned rough neck
style, it was original Hip-Hop
jungle at it's fiercest, finest
and most gunshot-peppered.
The chant went up as Hype
left the building: "The 'Super
Sharp Shooter'. The S, the U,
the P, the E, the R
"

This time Influx got all the
ingredients right - the main
slot DJs, the support, and
the venue. What are we talking about? We are talking
about the most enjoyable
night out that we've had in a
while - The Chemical
Brothers with James
Holroyd and Rob Bright at
the Red Box.
Priding ourselves for having
the foresight to arrive early,
(the queues were already
beginning to form at 8 o'
clock), but wondering what
the hell we were doing in a
club wHen it was still bright
outside, we dumped our
paraphernalia In the cloakroom, and set up shop on the
balcony - better view, more
air, and hopefully more room
to dance.
The place Med faster than
a speeding rocket... empty to
capacity in about 15 minutes, but with. a very decent
crowd; only a light sprinkl1ng
of posers and shapers.
The first support DJ managed to get heads nodding,
the second one to get bodies

I

bopping, so that when the
Chemical Brothers eventually lurked out ( they did lurk
out, very goofy and nerdlike),
everyone was warmed up and
ready to let loose.
By this stage our private
space to dance had been
invaded by everyone and
their mother but we didn't
care. The best crowd
responses were for Block
Rockin' Beats ( which I'm
sure pleased the lads on the
decks, as they were about to
release it), and of course
Setting Sun because everyone knows it.
Drawbacks on the night
included no ice at the bar,
and no water in the toilets(
we wonder if that is quite
within the law?), however
they did ensure that they had
enough Evian @ £ 1. 50 a
thimbleful.
There
were
copious
amounts of sweat dripping oft
the bodies, not to mention
the walls, and sometime
before 3 0' clock the Brothers
lurked off again, leaving
everyone to go home tired but
happy.

THE IRISH TIMES
DITSU Simplex
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ACROSS
8 Extravagantly, profusely. (8)
9 A smoking jacket? (6)
10 Decay, waste away, dry up. (6)
11 Fonns mental images. (8)
12 Rise up against, rebel. (6)
13 Brief pithy saying. (8)
15 Cast amorous glances. (4)
17 Coloured handkerchief with spots
or diamonds. (7)
19 Sea a lake margins. (7)
n Ttrne fa a tiny insect. (4)
14 The 'H' of H20.(8)
27 Ordinary, not deviating from the
standard. (6)
29 Held ours up on part of the body.
(8)

30 Up to the minute. (6)
31 Severe trial or examination. (6)
32 Insinuation. (8)

DOWN
1 Ill-will, spite. (6)

2 Keep OOck, refuse to give up. (8)
3 He rats on a hotel group (8)
4 Believing the worst of people. (7)
5 Circlet of inter-woven flowers. (6)
6 Unit of wcigft of nylon y.m (6)
7 Turned the other way about. went
bockwards. (8)
14 Destructive insect a troublesome
person. (4)
16 Sport, contest, amusement. (4)
18 Year when you could be any place.
(8)

20 Building divkled into dwellings f<l" a
number of families. (8)
21 Shortened, curtailed. (8)
23 The feeling of being disinclined to
move. (7)
2S Or used to be stirred up. (6)
26 Blood-sucking fly who feeds on
cattle. (6)
28 Wear down or wear off. (6)

DulIliIIIMtlIuIe otT...., SludIIII uu.

SnmENTS UNION SHOPS

COMPETITION NO. 6

Dear Agatha
Dear Agatha
Recently cycling home from school I got
chatting to a bus driver. I have met her again
on a number of occasions and on our most
recent encounter we decided to meet for a
coffee. She seems a very lovely person and
now when we meet she just stops her bus and
we chat for a few minutes. She seems to
become oblivious of traffic. The only problem
is I am almost twice her age. Do you think we
should meet?
An oldie cyclist
Hey, it doesn't really matter what age you are
if she is old enough to be going around DubUn
driving a bus she is old enough to be going out
with you, even if you are twice her age. Some
girls like a man with a lot of experience, that
father figure image appeals to a lot ofgirls with
a perverted sense ofreality.
The only real advice I will give you about
your situation is that if you continue those
chance meetings it could become quite dangerous, not for yourselves but for other drivers on
the ro4ds. Has this girl no sense ofresponsibility? She is putting th.!! lives ofpassengers at risk
by pulling over to talk to you, not only that but
she is disrupting the Dublin Bus timetable and
how can this country ever hope to function properly if every Tom, Dick or Harry decides to chat
up people on the roads?

J

Having problems? Acting slightly weird?
Biting your own toes off in a shark-like
feeding frenzy? Let Agatha do for you.

Dear Agatha,
My shampoo just isn't working. But I
haven't got the guts to change it. It leaves
yellow urine-like streaks in my hair and
everyone thinks I've got highlights.
When I was growing up my mother told us
it was important to use the one shampoo and
over time, I got used to this. Now I look at
all the adverts on the TV at night and think
'oh why can't I just try Pantene once?' I feel
inadequate and I feel like I haven't lived.
Everyday is a bad-hair day for me. I need
some exemplary advice, please help.
You poor girl, you must look so ugly. You
should never have listened to your mother, you
could have a boyfriend by now. I'm sorry I can't
even begin to empathise with you Oil this one.
I've always had nice hair. It must be particularly difficult for you at the moment with Jenni/er
Allistoll now advertising Elvive, her beauty must
make you more aware ofyour inadequacy.
However I don't think using Pantene at
this late stage in your life would help you one
bit, the shampoo is good but not that good.
What I would suggest is that you do a Tele
Savalis and shave off your hair. That way you
won't have to worry about challging your shampoo as you won't need any, but what you will
need is a lollipop.
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Dear Agatha,
I am worried that as I near the end of my
degree year that I have not put in the work in
order to pass the final exams. I cannot face
the thought of returning home to my home
town as a failure to my family. Can you give
me some advice as to what to do as I near the
exalm and what I can do if I fail my exalm.
Money is also a financial burden if I fail my
exalm this year round. What can I do?
A worried Aungier Street student
Well, with selltences such as yours my only
hope is that you are not studying Ellglish. If you
do fail your exams, don't go home, let'sface it-your parents probably couldn't handle living
with a failure, it lowers the tone of the place.
You'll be the laughillg stock of everyone you
know. I kllow its hard ill today's cruel and ugly
world (the girl with the shampoo problem will
verify this) to get a job with no qualifications.
But ifyou take a little initiative YQu can get by.
Get yourself a really cute dog and a tin
whistle ( it doesn't matter if you can't play) alld
go down to Grafton street and just stand about·
playillg your tune, looking like the failure you
are. This should get you enough money to buy
yourself a bottle of white s~irits so you can
.drown away your sorrows in a permonent state
ofstupor.

Crash, Bang,
Zzzzz...

killing his tenants. In order to
obtain the funding necessary to
drain the marshes, he travels to
Versailles where the demonstration
of "wit" is the only way to get a
hearing with the frivolous Louis
XVI. Malvoy is given lodgings and
coached by a well-intentioned doctor obsessed with the intricacies of
epigrams, word plays, double
entendres and quick, cutting sarcasm.
Mathilde, the doctor's daughter,with whom' the protagonist
inevitably falls in love, is the
antithesis of the superficiality and '
shallowness of the court. Madame
de Blayac (Fanny Ardant) is her
rival, a character like that of Glenn
Close in Dangerous Liaisons - not .
the only point Ridicule shares with
the earlier film.
Directed by Patrice Leconte,
Ridicule is less psychologically
complex and more fast-moving
than his earlier film The
Hairdresser's Husband. lacks
the subtlety and pensiveness which
made the former so compelling.
Ridicule is a high budget film
~hich, like most French period
pieces, can afford to pay attention
to detail. In one way the mm celebrates the corruption and petty
competitiveness it ostensibly condemns. Versailles's glamour and
a~fluence are indulged at every
gIven moment. When Malvoy and
Mathilde leave Versailles the film
ends. We see the doctor's post-revolution exile in England but only
heu about the fate of the other two
characters. It is as if the film cannot
transcend its fear of dwelling too
much on the hushness of a world
which is as poor as Versailles is
opulent. Exquisite costumes and
decor are focused on far more than
the grim reality of the peasant's
plight and the spectator is at times
almost encouraged by the fonn of
the film, to adopt the policy of wilful ignorance advocated by the aris-

cal motivation for their behaviour
is even hinted at as they reconstruct the car crash in which
James Dean was killed, become
A nipple on a car bonnet. Sex
aroused while watching videos of
with a leg-wound. So what?
previous crashes or attempt to
Hailed by some critics as a modinstigate car crashes involving
em tale of human isolation in an
one another.
uncaring urban cesspool of fast
When Sheamus Smith dictates
cars and casual sex, Crash is an
what a cinema audience can and
unengaging film upon which
cannot see, instinctive responses
Sheamus Smith has bestowed a
are curiosity and perhaps a desire
groundless notoriety.
to defy. During the Dublin Film
Festival
h t in Toronto, Crash could be
set in any city. Reference to place Crash was sold out long before it
is avoided as the sky rises and
was screened. I expected to be
motorways become the neutral
entertained. I half expected to be
backdrop of a repetitive non-plot
shocked. I didn't expect to be
in which the Chlaaw:;IA..........~_,_J:m4=a..iJ era h had simply gone
once each other's lovers and
on general release without connemeses.
troversy it might have appealed
Directed by David Cronenberg,
to a small number of genuine
Crash is adapted from J.G.
Cronenberg fans and had a limited, inconsequential run.
Ballard's 1973 self-referential
cult novel. lames Spader plays
lames Ballard who with his wife
Directed by David
Catherine (Deborah Ung ) and
Cronenberg
myriad other undeveloped charStarring: lames Spatler,
acters, shares an obsession with
car crashes and the sexual arousal Deborah Unger, Holly
Hunter, Rosanna Arquene,
initiated by them.
EUas Koteas.
Greys, silvers, blues and blacks
dominate Crash echoing the
According to the censors
colours of the cars worshipped by office no decision has been
the characters. Its monochromic
taken to revoke the ban on
tone also reflects the clinical
Crash.
sterility of the world in which it
is set.
For the duration of the film, the
characters either speculate on or
stage car crashes, using them to
fuel their seemingly arbitrary
sexual desire. Almost like a pom
Beginning with a flash forward
film, the process of desire awakin
which a vengeful man urinates
ening is not documented or
explored as the characters engage into the lap of a mute, paralysed
invali~ Ridicule is a period drama tocrats.
in random promiscuous sex
exploring
the hypocrisy and flipwhich is never removed from the
cars in or around which it usually pancy of the French ari tocracy Directed by Plltrice uconte
before the 1789 revolution.
happens. one of the chuacters
Starring: Fa1lny Artl4"t~
Charles Berling plays Malvoy, a
in Crash are given any identity or
philanthropic landowner whose Charles BerU"g, Bet7UlrJ
depth besides their fascination
malaria ridden marshes are rapidly GiraruJeau.
with car crashes. No psychologi-

CRASH

it

RIDICULE
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At: The Screen

TROJAN
EDDIE
Like Roddy Doyle's Family or
the Australian film Once Were
Warriors, Trojan Eddie is a tale
of protracted redemption and the
triumph of the weak in a grey
world of petty crime, unemployment and domestic violence.
Stephen Rea plays Eddie, a fundamentally good, non-confrontational and easily led character,
quite like that of Fergus in The
Crying Game. Eddie fancies himself as a master salesman and relishes the audience response to his
gags at the makeshift auctions he
conducts with his accomplice
Dermot (Stuart Towensend). Eddie,
whose domestic arrangements are
as unstable as his career, is a hustler working for John Power,
(Richard Harris) the belligerent
head of the local traveller community. When Power's young bride
absconds on her wedding night
with Dermot and £11,000 of a
dowry, Eddie is suspected of aiding
the flight.
Ending happily for its protagonist, TrojaD Eddie manages to
raise a number of challenging,
maybe even unwelcome questions
about power structures, the difficulty facing ex-conviets and the way
in which traveller men view and
treat traveller women.
Gillies Mc innon has moved
away from the stereotypical, overthe-top, semi-romanticised view of
Ireland inherent in his earlier film
The Playboys. With Troj D
Eddie, Mckinnon brings a dun
realism to an unselfconscious story
almost incidentally set in and
uound the traveller community.
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Friday 2/5/97 - Blink + support (Furnace@9pm- Admission Free)
Saturday 3/5/97 - Abbaesque + support (Furnace@9pm - Admission Free)
Sunday 4//5/97- Something Happens + support (Furnace @ 9pm - Admission Free)

